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Abstract
--We prescut a new, “greedy”,
channel-router
that is
quick, simple, and highly eflcctive.
It always succeeds,
usually using no more than one track more than required
by channel density. (It may be forced in rare cases to make
a few connections “off the end” of the channel, in order to
succeed.) It assumes that all pins and wiring lie on a common grid, and that vertical wires are on one layer, horizontal on another.
The greedy router :<ires up the channel in a left-to-right,
column-by-column
manner, wiring each column completely
before starting the next. Within each column the router
tries to maximize the utility of the wiriug produced, using
simple, “greedy” heuristics.
It may place a net on more
than one track for a few columns, and “collapse” the net to
a single track later on, using a vertical jog. It. may also use
a jog to move a net to a track closer to its pin in some future
column. The router may occasionally add a new track to
the channel, to avoid “get.ting stuck”.

Introduction
--. -. ---Introduced
in 1971 [lla71], “channel routing”
has becqme a very popul;?.r method of routing integrated circuit.s.
(!h [I<SP73], [Ili74], (Dc76], [AK’1 761, [l’DS7’7], [KK’IS),
[Iti%).) Typically,
the wiriug area i,; first divided into disj,,int rectangular “cl~snnels” . A “global roukr”
then tlctcrnlines which channels each uet traverses. Finally a “cbnnnei
router” computes a detailed routing for each channel. ‘l’his
approach is effect,ive because it decomposes the overall probIl:rn into a number of simpler prohlems and simultaneously
considers all nets traversing each clmnnel.
The general channel-routing
problem has been proven
NP-Complete
([GJ79], [l,a80], [SzSl], (SI380]), alt,hough
algorithms
exist for high!y-restricted
cases ([DKSSU81],
[Ll%l],
(Pigl], [‘ro80], (La80]). A slightly direrent wiriug
model permits one to come within e factor of 2 of channel
density ([RBMsl]).
Useful methods also exist for computing lower bounds on chanuel widths ({BRsl], [Le81]). These
results highlight the need for good practical heuristics.
The algorithm
presented here exploits a novel control
a left-to-right
column-by-column
scan of the
structure:
channel, where the router completes the routing for one
column before proceeding to the next. In each column the
router acts in a “greedy” manner trying to maximize the
utility of the wiring produced.
l
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Our work is an extension of Alford’s [Ai80]; who also
considered a left-to-right
scan of ,the chanuel.
His router
did not guarantee success (because it did not allow nets
to occupy more than one track in any column), ran quite
slowly, and produced noticeably
poorer results than our
“greedy” algorithm.
Kawamoto and Kajitani
[KK79] use a similar columnby-column approach, but not in left-to-right
order. They
ntso assume (as we do not) that between adjacent columns
there is enough room to wire an arbitrary
permutation.
The following paragraphs define what we mean by a
“channel routing problem” and its solution.
A channel-routing
problem is specified by giving:
A “ch;?nnel-length”
X. Most of the routing will lie
within the channel whose “left end” is at .t -= 0, and
“righl end” is at z = X + 1, on the vertical col~~mns at
x-coordinates
1,. . . , X, although columns outside the
chmnel ma,y also he used.
(2) Top aud bottom connection lists T - (Tl, . . ., TX) ad
I3 = (I?,, . . ., El>). Ti (resp. U,) is the net number for
the pin at the top (resp. bottom) of the i-th column
(at x := i), or is 0 if no such pin exists.
The left and right connecl,ion s.:fs, L :md I-Z, sperifyiug
which nets must connect to the right and left ends of
the channel. (They are sets sin--e WC assume that a net
need councct at most once to an end of the channel,
and that the relative ordering of such connections may
be chosen by the channel router.)

(1)

(3)

A sohtion to a channel-routing
problem specifies:
The channel width u) - the number of horizoutal
These tracks arc at ?/-coordinates
“trac;;s”
used.
1 , . . ~, w. A channel router tries to minimize W.
(21 For each net n, a set of connected horizontal and vertical “wire segments” whose endpoints are grid points
(5, y) with 1 5 y 2 w, except that segments with
endpoints (i,O) or ( i, ~1)-t- 1) must he included if ‘Z; n or B; = 7~. Endpoints with z < 1 or z > II) are
legal but should be avoided.
A net in L (resp. R)
must have a segment touching the line z = 0 (resp.
z = X + 1). Two segmenCs in the same direction are
on the same layer, so they may not touch if they are
for different nets. Two segments for the same net in
different directions that touch at a grid point are said
to be connected by a “contact” or “via” at that point.
If the segments were for different nets we would have
a “crossover”.
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The channel density of a particular
channel routing
problem is defined to be the maximum
number of nets
which have pins on both sides of the line z = (Y, for any
cr. (We don’t count nets all of whose pins lie on a single
vertical line.) The channel density is a lower bound on the
widt.h of any solution to that channel-routing
problem.
If its “conllict
graph”
([IlS71])
contains cycles, a
channel-routing
problem may be unsolvable
within
the
channel, for any w (e.g. X = 2, T = (1,2) and B = (2, l).)
Such problems can always be solved by using columns
“outside” the channel.
The following factors are often used to evaluate the
quality
of a successful solution (in a typical
order of
priority):
its width w, the number of columns “off the end”
it uses, its total wire-length,
and the numhcr of vias it uses.
The Routing -.-_A_
Mgorithm
-___The greedy router scans the channel in a l&-to-right,
the wiring within
t,olurnn-by-column
manner, completing
In each
:I given column before proceeding to the next.
column the router tries to maximize the utility of the wiring
produced, in a simple “greedy” masner.
Its first step in a column is to make connections to
These
:my pins at the top and bottom of the column.
connections arc minimd;
no more vertical wiring is used
‘ban is needed to bring these nets safely into the channel, to
l,he first track which is either empty or contains the desired
net.
The second step in a column tries to free up as many
tracks as possible by making vertical connecting jogs that
“collapse” nets that currently occupy more than one lrack.
This step may complete the job of bringing a connection
from a pin over to a track that its net currently occupies
(step 1 might have stopped at an intermediate empty track).
The third step tries to shrink the range of tracks occupied by nets still occupying more than one track, so collapsing these nets later will be less of a problem.
Since
freeing up tracks has high priority,
jogs made here have
priority over jogs made in the next step.
The fourth step makes “preference”
jogs that move a
net up if its next pin is on the top of the channel, and down
if its next pin is on the bottom. The router chooses longer
jogs over shorter ones if there is a conflict. This tends to
maximize the amount of “useful” vertical wiring created.
These jogs are effective at resolving upcoming “conllicts”,
even though no explicit consideration
of these conflicts is
made.
The lift11 step is only needed if a pin could not be
connected up in step one because the channel is “full”.
Then the router “adds a new track” to the channel between
existing tracks, and connects the pin up to this track. (The
old tracks are renumbered.)
When the processing for a column is complete, the
router extends the wiring into the next. column and repeats
the same procedure. ‘l’bc following paragraphs make precise
the algorithm just sketched.

The input for the greedy router consists of (1) a
specification
of a channel-routing
problem, (2) three nonnegative integer parameters: in,ltial-chantlel-width,
~nirrimr~nr.
jog-length, and steady-net-constant.
The greedy router begius wild the initia[-charLrle[-2oidth
given. ‘2 new track is added whencvrr the current chnnncl:vidth becomes unworkable.
‘fhc router does not begin over
wihcn a rmw track is added, so d&rent
initial widths may
give dil’ferent results.
Good results are usua.lly obtained
with in.itial-channel-widih
just less than the best final channel width.
One can run the router several times, with
(rLitiul-cha,lnel-width
set initially to the channel dcnsit.y and
increased by one each time.
The router will make no “jogs” shorter than minimumjog-length.
A higher setting rcdu+:es the number of vias
and thus produces more acceptable solutions, while a lower
setting tends to reduce the number of tracks used. The best
results are obtained with a setting of about w/4, where
UJ is the best channel width ohtainable.
By running the
router 2-4 times with different initial parameter settings we
quickly determined the best solution obtainable.
Let H(n) denote the highest column k for which Tk =
n or Llk = n (except that If(n) = X + 1 if n E EZ). We
say a net n “has its last pin in column k” if Jr(n) = k and
that it “has its last pin by column k” if H(n) _< k.
When routing
a given column,
the greedy router
classibes each net which has a pin to the right as either
rising, falling, or steady. A net is rising if its next pin after
the current column will be on the top of the channel (say
in column k), and the net has no pin on the bottom of the
channel before column k + steady-net-cortstant.
Fallzng
nets are defined similarly.
Steady nets are the remaining
nets. We typically use a value of 10 for steady-net-constant.
A larger value reduces the number of times a multi-pin net
changes tracks.
The fundamental
data structure for this router is the
set Y(n) for each net n of “tracks currently occupied” by
net n. Each track is denoted by its y-coordinate,
so Y(n)
is a subset of { 1,. . . ,w } for each n. If Y(n) = 4 (the
empty set), the net is not currently being routed (i.e. we
have not yet reached the first column in which net n has
a pin, or we have pa.ssed the last column in which net n
has a pin and have completed a!1 the routing for net rz).
Otherwise, suppose Y(?r) = { ~1,. . ., yk } when the router
is working on column i. Then each point (i, yt), . . . , (i, yk)
is a “dangling end” of some wiring already placed for net
n. Exactly one such “dangling end” is listed in Y(n) for
each connected piece of wiring already placed for net n.
The router is obligated to eventually connect together these
“dangling ends” so that each net is tiually implemented by a
>ingle conncctcd piece of wire. When cxteritiing lhc routing
from column i to column i $- 1, ho~iaoiital wiriug will used
in every track y for which y G Y(n) for some ~1 alid eit.her
IY(n)l ,> 1 (the dangling cuds hale yet to bC coilricctcd
together) or the last pin for net 72cccurs after coluJml i.
We
dcfi~le
a net to be split at my time that Il’(n)l >
1. We also call a split net ‘~collapr~it~ic”, since We map be
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:tbIe to ‘lcolIapsc’i it down to a single track (or zero tracks
if WC have passed the last pin for the net) by makiug an
appropriate
connecting jog.
We il!llstrate the operations of the router using a set of
“before-after”
figures for each step. ‘l’hesc figures describe
what happens in a single column, and should be iutcrpreted as follows. Nets cntcring a column from t.hc previous column are shown cxtcnded up to the current column.
If the net has pins to the right of this column, the net
is shown extended towards the next column with an nrrowhead. OLhcrwisc (if the net has no pius to the right),
no arrowhead is shown. A I’+“, “-“,
or “+/ -” may be
shown next to an arrowhead to denote rising, falling, or
steady nets.
The Greedy_Router
Let w denote the current channel width (initially
WJ =
initial-channel-width).
Assign Tracks To Nets At Left End: For each net n in L
give n a distinct value for Y(n) (i.e. a distinct track in the
on which to eutcr the
range 1,. . , , initial-channel-width
channel from the left. end.) Put the “rising” nets above the
“steady” nets above the “falling” nets and generally group
the nets at the center of the channel.
Route Channel From Left To Right: For each column i, for
until i 2 n and no split. nets remain to be
i = 1,2,...,
collapsed do:
(a) Make Feasible Top and Dottom Connections in Minimal
Manner: If 2; or l3i is nonzero, “bring in” that net if
possible to the to the nearest possible track which is
either empty or already assigned to this net, by running
a vertical wire from the edge of the channel to the
desired track, and adding that track to Y(T;) or Y(Bi).
(Fig. A) Note that a net n is not routed to t.he nearest
track in Y(n) if there is a nearer empty track - leaving
n temporarily
assigned to an additional
track. (Figs.
B, C) Also note that a new net can not be brought into
a “full” channel in this step (but. see step (c)). (Pig. D)
If ??; and B, are both n.onzero, try to “briog in” both
nct,s but if Ti # l?i and the vertical segments would
confiict (overlap) then just bring in the net which can
be brought in with the Icast wire, and lca\rc tbe other
net to be brought in at. step (e). (Fig. E) AS speci;J
case, if there are no empty tracks, a.nd net y; = Bi #
0 is a net which has conncctil,ns in this column only,
then run a vertical wire from top to bottom of this
column. (Fig. Ii‘)
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jb) Free Up AS Many Tracks As Possible Uy Collapsing
Split Nets: Add vertical segments in t&is column to
collapse split net,s in a pattern that will create the most
empty tracks for use in the next column.
Define a
“collapsing jog” to be’ a “piece of vertical wire” which
connects two tracks holding the same net without CTOSSing another track holding that net. (So each split net n
generates lY(n)I - 1 such jogs.) Define a lLpattern” to
be any set of collapsing jogs for which jogs for different
nets do not overlap and for which no jogs overlap any
vertical wiring placed in step (a). The number of such
patterns to consider may be exponential
in the number
of collapsing jogs lhere are to consider. Find the pattern which creates the most empty tracks by a small
but complete combinatorial
search. (Figs. G, H) A pab
tern will free up OX track for every jog it contains, plus
one additional
track for every net it Ytnishes”.
(The
pattern finishes a net n if it totally connects up the
dangling ends for n and n has its last pin by column
i.) Resolve any ties between patterns that free up the
most tracks by choosing the pattern which leaves the
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outermost uncollapsed split net as far as possible from
the channel edge; if necessary consider the second outermost such net, etc. (Fig. I) Resolve auy remaining
ties by choosing the pattern with largest sum of jog
lengths. (Fig. J) Add appropriate
vertical wiring for
each jog in the winning pattern, and for each such jog
which connects a track yr to a track ~2 (assume yr <
yz) for some net n, delete yr from Y(n). (This is an
arbitrary
choice that might get modified in steps (c)
and (d).) Note that this st.ep will typically
collapse a
net that was temporarily
brought in to an empty track
in step (a) when that net had a previously assigned but
mom distant track.
(c) Add Jogs To Reduce The Rnngc of Split Nets: For each
uncollapscd split net (i.e. for etch net n. with Y(n) >
2): try to reduce the raiige of tricks assigned to the net
by adding vertical jogs that have the cl&t
of moving
the net: (i) from the maximma
!.rack iu Y(n) to the
lowest possible empty track a.~~(?;
(ii) from the minimum
track in Y(P.) to the highest possible crnpt,y track. (Fig.
K) Uccause of step (b), no co!!a.psing will occur, but
~hc difficulty of collapsing the AC rcrnainiog split nets
may be rcducccl.
Ma.kc no jogs which ale shorter than
minimum-jog-length
or which would be incompatible
with vert,ical wiring already placed in this columned by
previous steps. If a jog for net q is mnde from track ~1
to track ya, replace yr by ya in Y(Tz).
(d) Add Jogs to Raise Rising Nets and Lower Falling Nets:
Consider all the unsplit (i.e. [Y(n)1 = 1) rising and
falling nets being routed in order of decreasin,g distance
from their track y E Y(n) to their “target edge” (e.g.
the upper edge of the channel for rising nets). Try to
<dd a vertical jog to move that net to an empty track
which is as close as possible to its target edge. (Fig.
L) Make no jogs which arc shorter than minitn?lm-jogle?~yth or which would bc incompatible
with vertical
wiring already placed in this column by previous steps.
If a jog for net TX is made from track yr to track ~2,
replace yr by y2 in Y(n).
;?
z&1
v//!/c“///l////

lies between tracks previously numbered k and k + 1,
all old tracks at y-coordinates
k $- 1 and greater now
have their y-coordinates rctroactivcly
iucreascd by one,
and all Y(n) referring to these tracks are appropriately
modiGed.)
Add the new track to Y(T,) or Y(f$) as
appropriate.
(f) Extend To Next Column.
For each net 7~ such that
IY(n)l = 1 and n has no pins aft,er column i, make
Y(n) be the empty set. (The routing for these nets is
now finished.) Then for each track y which is in Y(n)
for some 71, extend the “dangling end” for net n a.long
track rJ into column y + 1 with appropriate
horizontal
wiring. (Fig. N)
This completes the description
of the greedy router.
The router will always complete the routing successfully,
although it may use a few addition! al columns beyond the
natural right end of the channel to do so.
The algorithm takes about 10 seconds on a OEC KA10 for moderate sized channels. The implemcntatiou
was
simple -- about 15 pages of LISP code, counting 10 pages
for I/O and initialization.
Discussion
This algorithm is the result of long series of cxperimentation and evaluation
of variations
on the basic idea of
scanning down the channel from left to right and routing
everything as you go.
By “minimally”
connecting anet in step (a) we separate
the tasks of connecting up a pin aud of deciding to use a
column to jog all the way over to a track the net may already be on. Step (b) makes this latter decision; it might
turn out that another such “collapsing
pattern”
frees up
more tracks.
When collapsing nets the router tries to free up the
most tracks, since it is hard to achieve optimal routings if
nets are allowed to occupy more tha.n one track for very
long. Since we observed that it is very dillicult in general
to collapse a net which is in a track just next to the channel
edge, due to the fact that other nets must cross this track
to enter the channel, the collapsing algorithm
will favor
patterns that collapse these “difficult”
nets.
The use of combinatorial
search for the net collapsing
phase was found to be acceptably fast since there were never
more than four split nets in our examples.
A “dynamic
programming”
approach can be used instead, if it is desired
to avoid exponential worst-case running times.
WC were surprised to find that the step (d) works SO
well, since it is very simple and takes no particular notice of
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(e) Widen Channel If Needed To Make Previously
Infeasible Top Or Bottom Connection: If a net T; or Bi
could not be brought in to a track in step (a), create
a new track for this net and bring the net in to this
track. Place this track as near the center of the channel as possible between existing tracks, subject only to
the constraint that, desired connection to the edge of
the channel can be made. (Fig. M) (If the new track
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upcoming conflicts. Our initial implementation
tried to first
resolve upcoming conflicts in the order they were coming
up, and then to jog the other nets as much as possible
in the appropriate
directions.
The success of the current
variation seems to be based on the fact that it bries to jog
nets in trar.ks uear the edges of the chaunel first - these are

WC tcst.cd the greedy router on the “difficult example”
of Dcutsch !l)e76]. This problem has a channel density of
;9. To our knowledge no compietely
automatic
algorithm
leas produced a routing in 19 trncks. Yoshimura and Kuh
report an algorithm which achicvcd 20 tracks on this problem (YK80]. The greedy algorithm also produced a routing
in only 20 tracks (although
it did use more vias).
This
routing is given in the Appendix.
The paper [RiXla] contains a (‘standard” set of bcnchmark channel-routing
problems, described by a program
that generates them. We ran the greedy router on many
benchmark
channels taken from this paper, and were
generally unable to improve by hand any of the routings
found.

the most difficult places to move a net from, and also on
lhc fact that the router will tends to maximize the amount
cd useful vertical wiring created.
One nice feature of the greedy router is that its cmtrol structure
is very flexible and robust:
it is easy to
iua.ke variations in the heuristics employed Lo achieve spcc.ial rffccts or to rearrange priorities.
The parl,icular ;jlgo~itbm presented here is merely our best suggestion based
on our experimental
evidcncc; other variations
may turn
ftut bcttcr in other situatiorls. As an cxarnplc, we ha.ve also
considered a “gridlcss” variation where the track-to-track
::pxcing can be reduced if a pair of adjnce:.t tracks does
riot have contacts next to each other in some column. This
variation
uses more “intelligence”
when selcctimg the jogs
to make in a given column. It is also easy, for example, to
restrict jogs for a net to those columns for which it has a top
or bottom connection, etc. Another variation we have not
yet tried is to scan outwards from a column of maximum
density instead of using a left-to-right
scan; we expect this
variation may prove to be valuable in practice as well. We
not very sure how one should best order the nets in L at
the beginning - how should a set of rising nets be ordered?
One extension that is worth noting in particular
is
that is not too dificult
to modify the router to handle the
notorious “switchbox”
problem - where a “channel”
has
a fixed length and w,dth and terminals
fixed on all four
of this
sides. (See [So811 f or a discussion of the importance
problem.)
Two MIT students, Jim Koschclla and David
Christman,
have performed this modification;
their results
arc reported in I<oschella’s B.S. thesis, and their program
is current,ly used in the MIT “PI” system. ((Ko81, Riglb])
Experimental
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